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When we take a general look to the marketing literature we see
that ali the authors of marketing seem to agree that the role of
marketing has changed in time. And for sure it will go on changing
in future.
lf we examine the evolution of the scope of marketing we see
that since its .inception early in the 2Qth century the ·concept of marketing has undergone many c}ıanges. The causes· of change have
been both conceptual and perceptual; conceptual , through the introduction of new ideas as to what marketing is and what it ought
to dö; perceptual, througn envisonrnent of new realms in which the
marketing process might. be applied (1).
lf we summarize the steps up to 1960s, we can say that marketing had focused on producers, trying to emphasize selling, with
the objec.tive of consumptio n by the help of advertising.
But during 1960s, the concept shifted from producers to consumers with the objective of consumer satisfaction by the help of
product development.
After 1970s, the main themes had become the following :
- Social conscience generali expressed as a concern for en,.
vironment restoration and preservation.
- Rationalized mark.eting, typified by the question_s «Should
it be sold?» and «What will be its cost to society?»
- Marketing servi<?e in the public interest to influence the
acc.eptance of critical social ideas and beneficial public utilities.
(*) · Branch of Marketing.

(1)

Robert BARTELS, «The ldentity Crisis in Marketing», Journal of Marketing,

Ooto'ber 1974, pp. 73-76.
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and bancable reactions from the market. «General advertisi~g builds
owareness and positive attitudes. Direct marketing asks for the erden>, says Edward L. NASH.

2.1. HOW DOES iT WORK?
Any direct marketing· action is basicly split in two different moments : the first being the offer, when the marketer contacts the
potential customer through one or more media and tries to convince
the customer to responde in order to get a measurable response.
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And once the marketer has oonvinced the potential customer to
get into ac.tion, he can responde through three rnedia : mail, phone,
or a two-way TV (in the countries where this medium ·is available).
So the client gets in touch directly with the marketer.
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2.2. ADVANTAGES OF DIRECT MARKETiNG
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There are many advan tages of direct marketing. We'll
explain them under three main groups.
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is to . ask for a· sale -a mail- order, a subscript ion, a membership, or
a contribut1on. We can ask for it on a loose «send no money now»
trial basis or on a hard «check-w ith order>> basis.
We can establish a contact, by making an appointm ent or
t o bring our prospect to a retail
providing a less specific motivatio n _
outlet or a showroom, or we can arrange to have a visit to the
prospect' s home or office. lmmediac y is the strength of direct mar4
keting, but it is also a requireme nt ( ).
b. From consume rs' poin:t of view :
Lower price : The price advantag e offered by direct marketing is
one of the many advantag es' provided to the consumer. Usually the
prices ,are somewha t lower than those charged tor correspon ding
articles in the rural communit ies, since the operation and selling
costs are definetely _lover than · normal selling.
Variety of selection : Even today vide selection of merchand ise
available through the catalogs may no~ be provided by country stores."
Also the location in the larger cities gives a certain amount of
prestige to the mail-orde r merchandise, especially to fashion goods . .
Ease of brdering : With the catalogs always at hand, the consumers find ordering by mail fast dnd easy; it ca'n be done at any time
of the day or evening that is most convenient. This system gives a Iot ·
of advantag es over tracHtiona! shopping : save fuel, no strain, spare
time, and ·the possibility of shopping 24 hours a doy and 7 days a
week. There is no need of going to the cities tor shol?ping. There is
neither the pressure of salesm~nt to buy nar the confusion of crowded
streets and stores. Purchasin g decisions are made after the study
of detailed descriptio n in the catalogs.
c. From retailers' point of view :
For the retailers, mail-orde r business widens. · trading areas. By
selling to every ·p art of the country and by providing a wide variety
of merchand ise at relatively low prices, it breaks the local monopolies of retail stores. it brings a better markup. When compared with
the ordinary service stores, mail order houses have the advantag e
ot doing a larger percent of their business on a cash basis.
4
( )

..

'

~ .

Edward L. NASH, «Direct . Marketing», McGraw-Hi ll ine. 1976, p. 6.
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Because sales are made in ali sections of the country, and
appeals are made to differen t classes of consume rs, sales of these
establis hments are .not seriousl y affected by local irııdustrial depressions, as are those of local merhant s.
2.3. THE RELATIONSHl"P OF DIRECT MARKE TiNG WITH THE
MARKE TiNG M!X C.OMPENENTS
a) Product : in the broades t sense, one of the basic elements
of a marketin g plan is the product çfescription. So the first section
of a marketin g plan is ordinari ly a stateme nt describi ng the product
on the service we have. The obvious first level of produc.t descript ion
is physical and on the other hand originall y most business were based
on the idea that a product is fixed, inflexibl e entity which İS developed by one are of business manage ment. But today the emphasis
has reserved, with product- develop ment teams directed to find products on services to meet marketin g opportun ities. lnstead of the old
dictum «We made it, you (the consume rs) should buy it» we now
have «You want it, we'll make it.»
b) Price : in setting a pricing strategy , price elasticit y must be
taken into conside ration. There are custome rs who are ready to pay
any price to get the product. lf there are' enough of them, then we
may be able to set our price .q uite high. But in general, inelastic ity
is more often the rule. lf we om selling a product or service that
people can · live without - a strictly discretio nary purchas e - then
it İS Iİkely that we are asking our costume rs to make an İmpulse
purchas e.
in setting o price the key break poİnts are related to currency
units. Prİces should be just under currency break poİnts. in the
literatur e this is called the psycholo gical pricing. Sellers should
conside r the psycholo gy of prices and not simply their economics.
Many sellers beleive that prİces should enci in an old number. lnstead
of pricing a stereo amplifie r at$ 300.-, it should be priced at$ 299.-.
The custome r sees this as a price in the $ 200.- range rather than

$ 300.- range.
lf the product is new, has a new feature, . or answers a real
need, we may want to deemph asize price until after the benefits
588

have been fully presented. in such cases the price be· duried in the
ıast paragraphs of the main copy.
But if the· price is the news, then we just scream it out at the
beginning, right in the headline of an advertisement, the subscription
of a letter, or superimposed on a television cornmercial. Mostly general advertising canit- feature price, but direct marketers -tike re~
tailers- can and should.
c) Promotion : The traQitional promotional tools such. as sales
promotion, personal selling, publicity and advertising are acçepted
as front - end promotions. in direct marketing back - end promotions ·
are particularly vital. Each new customerusudlly represents a sizable
investment in advertising cost and sometimes in a premiurn.
One of the principles that helps us understand the dynamics of
customer behaviour at the back - end is inertia. in the dictionary
«inertia» is defineci as «a property of matter by which it remains at
rest or in uniform mötion in the same straight line unless acted .
upon by some external force.» it is obvious according to the definition that inertia is formidable obstacle to be overcome for most
marketers but especially for direct marketers because in dfrect marketing mostly <<later>> means «NEVER».·
There are several techhiques that can be applied · to perform
back - end promitions. Now we'll try to explain some of them.
- Resel! efforts : The primary objective of this technique is to
reduce returns by customers. it is used most eften with shipments
of high - ticket mail - order merchandise purchased on impulse. in its
sirnplest form the resell effort can simply be a restatement of the
basic ·appeals that motivated the· customer to purchase from the
original advertisement, c.ommercial, or mailing piece. A resel! insert
can change the forms back to the ultimate benefit of the customer.
it should restate quarantees and dramatize the manufacturer's offer
to try the product tor a measurable amount of time before deciding
on purchase. it mi.ght use a kind of peer pressure to tell, perhaps in
letter form, how many people have ordered and reordered the item.
- Trade - up promotion : Trade - ups have long been accepted
in retailing, but they have still to gain acceptance in the direct marketing field. it often means devising accessories, companion pieces,
or refills of some kind. Encylopedias offer yearbook subscriptions.
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Postal s~rvice, iurkish Airlines (THY), iurkish Rallways (DDY), ·
ıand transportation and marine fransportation are the possible deli-

very systems · ir,ı our co~ntry.
Postal service can ·be accepted as the most convenient one
among the others tor small items because it is available in ali parts
of Turkey today, including the villages.

3. _ CONCLUSJON ·
in this study we tried to giv~ the reader · an idea about direct
marketing which is the shining star of the marketing arena in the
ıatest years. But the main purpose of the study was to c.heck the
applicational status of direct marketing techni·ques discussed above
in Turkey. To check this we prepared a questionnaire and applied
it to 400 respondents at rn·ndom sampling. 'we. tried to check the
purchasing habits of the Turkish consumers and looked whether
t~ey are aware of the direct .marketing activity and if they are not
awöre we just wanted to know whether they are willing to accept it
or not.

When we examined the results we saw that Turkish consumer is
not ready tor the moment to accept direct marketing methods.
in our opinion there are a lot of reasons tor that. One of the
most important reasons is the lack of 'thrusworthiness. This can be
discussed in two different ways.
a) Lac.k of thrusworthiness towards the '. firm: Since most of the
Turkish firms are newly developing and they are quite at the beginning
of their life cycles, they are far from being thrustable.- These firms
have. also newly begun to apply traditional marketing methods.
because up to recent years demand had always exc~eded supply. So
they were cıble to seli whatever they produced. But with the changirig
economic conditions, new policie.s are put to use to pull back demand and alsa to prevent demand inflation. And ali these eliminated
the conditions for easy - sell methods. This is one of the reasons of
the harsh cornpetition between the firms. The other reasons are the
increasing number of firms entering the market, and also the increasing level of inceme and education of the consumers. A.nd all these
forced the managers to go deep into the marketing literature for the
hard seli methods. in the light of these conditions we can say that
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they are at the beginning of the marketing activities; being far from
thrustable.
b) Lack of quality of the goods : Secondly the Turkish consumer
is in search of quality. Firms that are able to sell whatever they
produce didn't give much importance to quality factor in their production of goods. And this point gave the consumer a very bad
image from the point of qucility. ünce a negative image is built it is
very hard ta change it with a desirable one so Turkish consumers
are far from tııe point of buying a product without actually seeing
·
and testing the specialities .
1

The second handicap far the direct marketer is the lack of necessary laws far consumer · protection. When a consumer buys an
item with mail order and if a pröblem arouses, we don't have the
necessary institutions to solve the problem.
Another handicap is the ıa·ck ·af standardiza tion that should be
eliminated in the near future. A consumer wearing a shoe of size
36 from a store and a shoe of size 35 from another can never decide
ta buy a shoe from a catalog.
in direct marketing the purchase activity ends in a spe.cified
period of time. But the high inflation r-ates in Turkey are continiously
increosing the prices. And this is causing the cçmflict of specifying
the price between the consumer and · the marketer.
According ta the results of ·the questionna ire we have seen that
Turkish consumer have several buying habits. When they are buying
something they want to touch the item and see. They are never satisfied if they do not touch, but this is impossible in direct marketing.
in direct marketing advertising is very important because we
are both advertising and selling in a single operdtion. So we- need
more socially concious advertisers to work in this area. A progress
fs made in Turkey in 1985, an advertisers committee · is formed.
Members of this committee are coming from the advertising agencies.
it is. a kind of self - control system but it can be ac.cepted as a
starting step.
Beyond socially concious advertisers we also need full and reliable labelling, and more detailed instructions manual~ because the
consumer witl be left on her own with the product after the delivery.
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Lastly, for a .consumer to take· part in a direct marketing action
at least he has to be literate. So the illiteracy rate in Turkey is another
problem for the direct marketer.
When all these handicaps discussed above are eliminated, the
necessary conditions for application of direct marketing techniques
will be established.
But even if they are eliminated, starting the business throughout the whole c.o untry will not be profitable; beginning_the sales first
in West Anatolia - or South - looks more logical since posibility
of success will be greater there, due to the relatively better transportation, weather conditions, literacy and income levels. The volume
of the mail - orders in this territory will be the measure of the interested customers and the degree of conf idence will determine the
openning of new branches in particular towns. The sales will alsa be
taken as a measure to decide whether or not to enlarge the system
to cover the whole Turkey or which additional cities to include. Trying
to reach ev,erywhere in the counry doesn't seem as a logical idea,
for contribution of wil!ages in Eastern Ariato-lia will be very little due
to the problems of high illiterac.y, low income, lack of transportation
and availability of postal service, and more conservative buying habits.
But extention of the service to other Anatolian cities and large
districts may be seen advantageous, and the profits gained in this
pilot area can be used tor new investments tor the development of a
new type of marketing in Turkey.
So, let's wait and see.
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